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Bert Frank are back for a 6th year at Decorex with their latest lights.
The latest additions to the Bert Frank collection use Art Deco influences and
strong lines to create simple but bold pieces that add atmospheric
illumination to any interior. Soft finish opal glass, Guatemala marble and
reeded brass are introduced into this seasons offering, producing a
luxurious mixture of finishes and textures.

Trave Pendant with Guatemala marble

RIFT - NEW RANGE

Delight in the beautiful and satisfying simplicity of the Rift range. With a perfect balance of
proportion between a striking brass globe and a larger opal glass globe, this piece of perfect
equilibrium adds the finishing touch to any interior space.
Full Range: Pendant and Wall Light.
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TANTO - NEW RANGE

Slimline yet dynamic, the lights in the Tanto range
draw from Deco styling with their combination of
asymmetric brass rods and and glowing opal
glass cylindrical tubing. With the addition of
either Green Guatemala or White Carrera marble
they make quite the stylish statement.
Full Range: Small Wall Light and Large Wall Light.
Finishes:
White Carrera Marble
Green Guatemala Marble

Bert Frank...catnip to designers’
Daniel Hopwood (Sunday Times Magazine)

TRAVE - NEW RANGE

A homage to Deco styling with handsome two tier soft finish opal glass shades, the Trave range
also features delicately detailed reeded, fluted brass and opulent marble. A soft, ambient light,
perfect for a warm and alluring atmosphere.
Full Range: Pendant, Table Lamp and Wall Light.
Finishes:
White Carrera Marble
Green Guatemala Marble
Black
White
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LIZAK - SHOWCASING

Sophisticated yet unexpected, the Lizak range juxtaposes cylindrical glass shades with opalescent
globes on linear brass arms. The floor lamp version is grounded with a solid marble base in either
black or white, it offers a beguiling play on contrast and will lend elegance to any room.
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Full Range: Pendant, Drop Pendant
and Floor Lamp.
Finishes:
Bronze & Amber Glass
Brass & Peacock Blue Glass
Brass & Smoked Glass
Drop Pendant

Winners of ‘Best Lighting Designer’
Elle Decoration British Design Awards 2016

COLT - ALSO SHOWCASING

Industrial design gets a sophisticated remix in the Colt range.
Opal diffusers are encased by a sleek machined brass shade with intricate detailing for a
modern take on urban glamour.
Full Range: Pendant, Table Lamp, Double Wall Light and Single Wall Light.
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MASINA - NEW ADDITIONS
New this season our Masina range now
includes a Table Lamp and Floor Lamp.
Full Range: Pendant, Wall Light,
Table Lamp and Floor Lamp.
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Company Background
Drawing influence from the design codes of the ‘mid-century’ era but with a modern twist, Bert
Frank’s striking range of luxury lighting is designed and made exclusively in the UK. Founded in
2013, the British brand has quickly garnered a string of industry accolades including an Elle
Decoration British Design Award in 2016.
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